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ABSTRACT. The main theorem proved in the present paper states as follows "Let m, k, n and s be

fixed non-negative integers such that k and n are not simultaneously equal to and R be a left

(resp right) s-unital ring satisfying [(xmyk) xsy, x] 0 (resp [(x’yk) yxS,X] 0) Then R is

commutative." Further commutativity of left s-unital tings satisfying the condition xt[x’,y]-
y[x, f(y)]x 0 where f() E t2Z[t] and m > O, t, r and s are fixed non-negative integers, has been

investigated Finally, we extend these results to the case when integral exponents in the underlying

conditions are no longer fixed, rather they depend on the pair of ring elements x and y for their values

These results generalize a number of commutativity theorems established recently
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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the paper, R will represent an associative ring (may be without unity), N the set of

nilpotent elements of R, and U the group of units of R. For any x, y in R, Ix, y] denotes the commutator

xy yx. R is said to be a left (resp. fight) s-unital ring if for each x in R, x E Rx (resp. x zR) and R
is called s-unital in case it is left as well as fight s-unital. As usual, Z It] is the totalit2 of all polynomials in

over Z, the ring of integers. Consider the following ring properties

(Pl) Suppose that m, k, n and s are non-negative integers with k and n not simultaneously equal to

such that [(xyk) xy,x] 0 for all x,y in R.

(Pl*) For every x, y in R there exist non-negative integers rn, k, n and s with k and n not

simultaneously equal to such that [(xnyk) xSy, x] 0

(P2) Suppose that m, k, n and s are non-negative integers with k and n not simultaneously equal to

such that [(xmyk)n yx’, x] O, for all x, y in R

(P2*) For every x,y in R there exist non-negative integers m,k,n and s with k and n not

simultaneously equal to such that (x’yk)’ yx, x] O.

(P3) For every y in R there exists f(t) in t2Z[t] such that Xt[Xr,y]=y’[x,f(y)]x and

xt[x,y] y’[z,f(y)]x for all x in R, where m >_ 1, n _> 1, t, r and s are fixed non-negative

integers with (m, n) 1 and at least one of s and is non-zero
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(P3*) For every z,/ in R there exist polynomial f(t) in tg-Z[t], and non-negative integers
rn>l, n>l,t,r,s with (m,n)=l, and at least one of s and non-zero such that

Xt[xm,y] yr[X, f(y)]X and xt[xn,y] yr[x, f(y)]x
(CH) For every x,y in R there exist f(t),g(t)in t2Z[t] such that Ix f(x),y- g(y)] 0

Recently, Wei Zhongxuan proved that ifR is a semi prime ring and m, n are fixed positive integers
such that either (xmy) zy or (xmy) yx is central for all x, y in R, then R is commutative The

objective of the present paper is to generalize the above result for s-unital rings In fact we shall begin
with establishing the commutativity of one sided s-unital tings satisfying either of the conditions (P) and

(P2) Further, we shall obtain commutativity of one sided s-unital tings satisfying (P3), which extends a

result due to Abujabal and Peric [2, Theorem 8]. Finally, commutativity of tings satisfying Chacron’s
criterion, namely (CH), together with any one of the properties (P *), (P2*) and (P3*) has been

investigated

2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
For the preparation to prove our theorems, let us consider the following types of tings

(a)l ( GF(p) GF(p) )0 0 p isaprime

(a)r (0 GF(p))0 GF(p) p isaprime

(b) Mo(K) 0 a(a) a, b K, where K is a finite field with a non-trivial automorphism a

(c) A non-commutative ring with no nonzero divisors ofzero

(d) 5’ (1) +T, Tisanon-commutative subring ofS such that T[T, T] [T,T]T=O
In a paper, Streb [3] classified non-commutative rings which has been used effectively as a tool to

obtain several commutativity theorems (of. [4],[5],[6] & [7]). From the proof of [3, Corollary (1)], it is

easy to see that if R is a non-commutative left s-unital ring then there exists a factor subring S ofR which

is of the type (a)l, (b), (c) or (d). This gives us the following lemma that plays a vital role in our

subsequent discussion (cf. [8, Meta Theorem]).
LEMMA 1. Let P be a ring property which is inherited by factor subrings If no tings of type (a)l,

(b), (c) or (d) satisfy P, then every left s-unital ring satisfying P is commutative

The proofs of the following lemmas can be seen in [9, Theorem,], [6, Lemma 1] and [5, Corollary 1]
respectively
LEMMA 2. Let f be a polynomial in non-commuting indeterminates xl, x2, z, with relatively

prime integer coefficients Then the following statements are equivalent:

(i) For any ring R satisfying f 0, the commutator ideal ofR is a nil ideal

(ii) Every semi prime ring satisfying f 0 is commutative.

(iii) For every prime p, the ring (GF(p))2 of2 x 2 matrices over GF(p) fails to satisfy f 0

LEMMA 3. IfR is a lef s-unital ring and not fight s-unital, then R has a factor subring oftype (a)l
LEMMA 4. If R is a non-commutative ring satisfying (CH), then there exists a factor subring of R

which is oftype (a)l or (b)
3. MAIN RESULTS

We are now well equipped to prove our theorems.

TIIEOREM 1. IfR is a left s-unital ring satisfying (Pl), then R is commutative.

PROOF. Let R satisfy (Pl). As x =ell + el and t elz fail to satisfy (P1), the ring R is not of

type (a)l So by Lemma 3, R is also fight s-unital and hence it is s-unital Thus in view of Proposition

of 10], we may assume that R has the unity
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Next, consider the ring Mo(K) Let z
0 a(a) (a a(a)) and y e12 Then

[(Xrnyk) Xsy, X] aS(or(a) a)y =/: O, which shows that R is not oftype (b)
Now since x =ell q-el2 and y e12 do not satisfy (P), our Lemma 2 guarantees that the

commutator ideal ofR is nil and hence no rings oftype (c) satisfy (P)
Finally, let S (1)+ T, T is non-commutative subring of S such that TIT, T] IT, T]T 0

Choose a, beT such that [a,b] -0 Then, [a,b] (1 +a)S[a,b] [1 +a,((1 +a)bk)n] =0, a

contradiction. This shows that R is not oftype (d)
Thus we have seen that no tings of type (a), (b), (c) or (d) satisfy (P) and so by Lemma 1, R is

commutative

Since the choice of x e12 + e22 and y e12 shows that the rings of type (a)r do not satisfy (P2), the
dual of Lemma 3 forces that every right s-unital ring R satisfying (P2) is also lett s-unital and hence R is

s-unital, and by Proposition of 10], the unity in R may be assumed Now using the same arguments

as above, one can easily conclude that R is not of type (a)r, (b), (c) or (d), and so the dual of Lemma
yields the following.

TIIEOREM 2. IfR is a tight s-unital ring satisfying (P2), then R is commutative.

Our next theorem generalizes a result of Abujabal and Pefic [2, Theorem 8]
TItEOREM 3. Let R be a lett s-unital ring satisfying the property (P3) Then R is commutative

PROOF. As the property (P3) fails to hold for x ell + e12 and y e12, the ring R is not of type

(a)l Thus, by Lemma 3, R is also right s-unital and so it is s-unital and hence by Proposition of[10]
we may assume the unity in R

Next consider the ring Ma(K), a ring of type (b) Note that N Ke12 Thus for a E N and

arbitrary unit u, we find that there exists polynomial f(t) in t2Z[t] such that ut[ur, a]-ar[u, f(a)]u =0
and ut[un, a] at[u, f(a)]u 0. Since a 0 and u is a unit of R, the last two equations imply that

[urn, a] 0 and [u’, a] 0, which gives that [u, a] 0. Thus for non-central element a e2, we have

[u, e12] 0, which forces that e2 is central, a contradiction. Hence R cannot be oftype (b).
By (P3), we have

zt[xrn,y] yr[x, f(y)]xs. (3.1)

On replacing x by x + 1 in (3.1) and then multiplying it by x, we get

(x + 1)’[(z + ), u]z ur[x,y(U)](z + )’. (3 2)

Multiply (3 1) by (x + 1)s, to get

z’[zr, U](z + 1) U[z,/(U)]x’(z + )’. (3 3)

Now, compare (3 2) and (3.3), to get

(z + 1)’[(z + ), u]z z’[z’, u](z + )’. (3 4)

But (3.4) is a polynomial identity and x e12 + e22, y--el2 fail to satisfy the above equality in

(GF(p))2 Hence by Lemma 2, the commutator ideal ofR is nil and so no tings oftype (c) satisfy (P3)
Now let S (1) + T, where T is a non-commutative subring of S such that TIT, T] [T, TIT 0

Let a, b eT such that [a,b]-0 Then there exists f(t) in tZZ[t] such that m[a,b]=
(l+a)t[(l+a)m,b]=b[a,f(b)](l+a) 0, and n[a,b]=(l+a)t[(l+a),b]= br[a,f(b)](l+a)S=O
This implies that [a, b] 0, a contradiction

Thus no rings oftype (a), (b), (c) or (d) satisfy (P3), and hence, by Lemma 1, R is commutative

As in Theorem l, it can be easily seen that no tings of type (a) or (b) satisfy (P *) Combining this

fact with Lemma 4, we obtain the following
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THEOREM 4. Let R be a lei z-unital ring satisfying the property (P *) Suppose further that R
satisfies the property (CH) Then R is commutative

Similarly we can prove the following
THEOREM 5. Let R be a right 8-unital ring satisfying (P2*) Suppose further that R satisfies the

property (CH) Then R is commutative

THEOREM 6. Let R be a left 8-unital ring satisfying the property (CH) Suppose further that R
satisfies (P3*) Then R is commutative

REMARK. The following example shows that in the hypotheses of Theorems 3 and 6, the existence

ofboth the conditions in the properties (P3) and (P3*) is not superfluous (even if R has unity 1)

EXAMPLE. Let R= 0 a d a,b,c, dEGF(2)
0 0 a

Then R is a non-commutative ring with unity satisfying the condition zt[z", /] /r [z, f(y)]z for a fixed

polynomial f(/) /4 and m 4, where t, r, s may be any non-negative integers.
We conclude our discussion with the following conjecture
CONJECTURE. Let R be a left z-unital ring in which for every y in R there exists a polynomial

f(t) in t2Z[t] such that zt[z’,/] =lr[z,f(V)]zs, where rn > 1, t, r, z are non-negative integers

Moreover, if commutators in R are m-torsion free, then R is commutative
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